Tribal
Self-Determination
Comprehensive software
Solutions
applications that enable
tribal self-governance
and self-management,
and integrate decisionsupport solutions

Integrated Tribal Resource
Management Solutions
Tribal-DTM provides Native American tribal governments with a uniquely
comprehensive software solution called TribeVue.TM As a fully integrated resource
planning system, TribeVue is specifically tailored to assist with tribal governance and
business needs. Our decision-support software enables tribes to more fully track and
achieve objectives in self-management and self-determination.

TribeVue focuses on the most critical aspects of tribal
infrastructure and compliance to maximize efficiencies in program
management. Our system tracks measurable outcomes that
support tribal governments in the following critical areas:
- Child Support Enforcement
- Human Services 477
- Courts Data Mgt

- Heritage
- Land Use

- Contract
Status
- Executive
Reporting

- Air Quality

Native American tribes are rich in heritage, human capital, natural resources
and self-determination. The challenge for most tribes is how to integrate and
self-manage these vast resources. Tribal-D provides tribal governments with
unprecedented off-the-shelf software support and tools to better inventory, track
and manage all assets within one system. TribeVue also modernizes the use and
storage of protected data — facilitating improvements in resource management,
performance and security.

- Fish & Wildlife
- Environmental
Impact

FEATURES & BENEFITS
›› Ensure maximum use of
agency grants

- Funds
Expenditure
Status

Empower
Communities

- Water Resources
Preserve
Natural
Resources &
Heritage

Optimize
Revenue

Provide Public
Safety, Services

Maintain Critical
Assets

›› Comply with FLMA, FLSA

›› Comply with agency
reporting requirements

›› Manage all natural resource
assets, including: water, land, fish
and wildlife, etc.

›› Monitor program
underspend / overspend

›› Comply with EPA reporting for
water, air quality and more

›› Establish common process and
integration across 477 programs

›› Comply with environmental
reviews

›› Increase efficiency of program
intake, assessment, planning,
and execution

›› Track heritage artifacts

›› Monitor child support
enforcement

›› Manage maintenance and
upkeep of facilities

›› Track and measure outcomes

›› And more...

- Facilities
- Property
- Land Leases

Sustain
Proﬁtable
Businesses

- Work Orders
- Contractors

- Fire
- Police
- Utilities
- Transportation

- TERO
- Hotel & Gaming
- Enterprises

- Post Oﬃce

›› Integrate tracking of facilities,
property and equipment
TribeVue™ is a fully integrated, tribal resource management
system that complies with the latest standards in
information assurance and data protection protocols.

Decision-Support Solutions for Tribal Governments

›› Track 477 expenditures
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TribeVue™ by Tribal-D is a fully integrated, tribal
resource management system that complies
with the latest standards in information
assurance and data protection protocols.

Decision Support Systems for Tribal Governments
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